Potentiality of the industrialization of the balcony serving to environmental strategies

Current Situation
- Strong rooting in Mediterranean tradition
- Unsolved relationship with LVF
- Lacks of traditional balcony
- New functional social profile
- Trend toward the industrialization of construction
- Desire to incorporate environmental aspects
- Great set built in need of rehabilitation

Opportunity sector
- Technological adaptation
- Greater energy efficiency
- Incorporation of new demands and requirements pending

Industrialization
- Minimize energetic waste
- Recycle and reuse
- Perfectibility
- Deconstruction

Innovative proposals (Tosca 2013)
- Rethinking balconies
- My balcony
- Balcony rehabilitation

Experiences already done
- AsOy Hesning Savia (Finland, 2003)
- TMSsysteme (France)
- Bloomeframe (Holland, 2008)
- Archtechnik (U.K.)
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